Booster monthly meeting March 7
Minutes

PRESENT

Zoe Martin, Fiona Ambery, Tanja Hetherington, Michaela Davies, Gerri Wiechnik, Tiila Andersson,
Sam Brown, Gia Janks, Hanna Konigslehner, Sean Holt.
EASTER FUN DAY

We agreed the following games would be on the programme:
Diving for eggs, Guess the egg, Pin the ears on the rabbit, Topple the bunny, Egg hunt, Bunny
toss, Egg and spoon race, Splat the chicken. Tom bola and a paint the egg competition.
In addition we would have a stall selling bottled water, tea, coffee, hot dogs, cakes donated by parents, and fruit kebabs.
Wendy M had offered teacher volunteers to assist with running stalls and games. This had met
with a good response and we have 4 for food and drink, two for ticket selling and 10 for games.
Sean to co-ordinate and issue a call for more volunteers on Managebac on Thursday or Friday
10/11 March. Message to include appeal for cakes, an explanation of the ticket system, note on
restrictions to ES students only, advertisement for the merchandising and an announcement of the
pain the egg competition.
Sean to co ordinate with Alun and Mark to ensure we have sufficient tables for the events.
Zoe and Fiona to co ordinate with Jo for order of sausages and rolls for 150 hot dogs and check
supplies of tea coffee and sugar from Scotts.
Fiona to speak to Ivan to order more water.
Tilla to check bar stocks for beer and wine and order ice.
Hanna agreed to co ordinate the making of the fruit kebabs.
Gerri and Sean to check craft supplies order on arrival on 17 March and order anything else we
need from Golden Gate on Friday.
Michaela and Fiona agreed to research and purchase chocolate eggs for prizes. Included a couple of bigger eggs for paint the egg prizes.
Prices.
No entry fee.
Tickets 50c
Water 1 ticket
Tea or coffee 1 ticket

Hot dog 4 tickets
Fruit sticks 3 tickets
Cakes (slice) 2 tickets
Wine (glass) 4 tickets
Beer 4 tickets
MERCHANDISING

Tilla will have merchandise on display for sale at the Fun Day. Depending on how people react we
will decide when it would make sense to make another merchandise order.
We have received a suggestion from the CAS students that they should have a T shirt to identify
themselves during events at a cost of Euro 12 per item. This was discussed and it was decided
that we would get better value by including an order for Booster helper T shirts complete with logo
in the next merchandising order.
SPORTS MARATHON 28/29 APRIL

The Middle School are organising a 24 hour sports marathon on 28/29 April. Parents will be asked
to lend sports equipment. It was agreed that Boosters will supply Pizzas to participants between
4pm and 5 pm on 28 April. This will also provide MS with a Pizza event to match the events that
have been run for ES and HS this year.
Parents will be invited to participate in a Zumba display.
The meeting concluded at 9-55
Minutes taken by
Sean

